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*Calculated from the average energy cost Spain 2015.
(100 parking places example)

LedPark Car park 
user’s loyalty

New lighting concept with LED technology, integrated with CirPark 
Guidance and Occupancy System for car parks. All this creates a 
more pleasant and comfortable environment for car park users with 
the resulting increase of costumer’s loyalty.

Intelligent 
management 

with luminosity 
adjustment 

More efficient lighting management regarding the schedule, the occu-
pancy, vehicle’s flow, people’s movement detected… All this is mana-
ged by Occupancy and Guidance System CirPark. The two systems 
work together in one installation achieving a joint amortization.

Amortization in 
2-3 years*

Amortization of implementation costs in 2-3 years and reduction of 
the electric and maintenance bills. With our LedPark system you 
obtain more light in each parking space with a significant decrease in 
consumption.

Costs reduction  - LED technology provides an energy saving of more than 65% of the 
consumption.

 - LED’s life length is ten times higher than fluorescents lighting life 
length.

 - Savings in maintenance and emergency system because our system 
performs this function.

 - Costs cutting because its compatibility with CirPark system.

Consumption graphics and annual average cost*: 
These figures may change regarding different rates, car park features, installation…

Lighting 
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adjustment 

depending on vehicle’s 
and people’s flow, 
schedule control… 
100% configurable
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